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Roots to River Farm is an organic farm in its first year of operation. It is owned and managed by Bucks County
native Malaika Spencer. She’s worked on farms throughout the world and has managed small projects, but has
never taken on such a large endeavor. Even with a world of knowledge, not everything can prepare Spencer for
the unpredictable nature of farming. This occasional series will document life as a young farmer and the
successes and struggles of Roots to River’s first year.
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Summer dew clings to thick blades of grass as
apprentice Matt Rohanna rides his bicycle through town
on his morning commute to Roots to River Farm in
Solebury.
“It’s sort of a meditative time even though it can be
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stressful depending on the traffic,” he said about riding
his bike to work.
The nighttime crickets fade and a warm sunrise paints
the sky as Rohanna walks his bike into the barn and
begins his day. He’s the first to arrive, before owner and
manager Malaika Spencer and assistant manager
Amanda Midkiff.
In his cutoff jeans, plaid shirt, shaggy hair and rubber
boots, the 26-year-old warms a cup of oatmeal and gets
started on washing and arranging crates while singing
quietly to himself.
Stephanie Veto / Staff Photographer

Matt Rohanna, cleans a crate at Roots to River Farm in
Solebury Township.

“Malaika and Amanda pick on me about my ‘crate art,’”
he said as he carefully arranged the wet crates into a
spiraling tower.
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There’s a peacefulness as he efficiently works in the
early morning hours and he can be easily mistaken for a
seasoned farmer.
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And yet, he’s never worked on a farm before.
Rohanna, originally from a small town in southwestern
Pennsylvania, has had his share of adventures working
as a barista in Pittsburgh coffee shops and teaching
English in Japan.
He wasn’t sure what he wanted to do next, but farming
was something he always wanted to try.
“The idea of sitting around in mid-20s malaise and male
ennui — I just wanted to be outside and do something
good with good people,” he said.
Rohanna found Roots to River on an Internet directory of
organic farms looking for apprentices. One week later,
he was at the farm meeting Spencer and Midkiff.
“He got out of his car and he was dressed to what I
thought was pretty fashionable, and I thought, ‘Who is
this guy?’” Midkiff recalled. “I was skeptical for about 30
seconds until we went out to the potato field and it was
instant.”
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Rohanna was a perfect fit even if his farm work experience was limited. Midkiff said he had confidence and instantly
understood the concept of working quickly and as a team.
Leaving your former life behind to work 10-plus hours six days a week, rent a small room and make very little money
might not sound like the most attractive opportunity.
“It was really liberating actually,” Rohanna said. “Nobody knows me here so I get to start over in that sense.”
Also, Rohanna said it helps that the work is fulfilling.
“Good food, good people,” he said.
With long hours and very little contact with others, a strong relationship at work is vital.
Spencer, Midkiff and Rohanna have spent hours discussing topics such as movies, literature and culture. They’ve
fallen into fits of giggles over nonsensical inside jokes. They’ve sweat together, soaked in the rain together and froze
together.
They’ve become a family.
So Rohanna, who has moved to New Hope, is helping out on the farm this winter, and has agreed to stay around for
the next growing season.
Spencer and Midkiff are planning ways to keep him around for as long as they can.
“We can’t get rid of Matt,” Midkiff said.
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